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1. Introduction

Let X be a locally compact separable metric space, <Jά be the space of posi-
tive Radon measures on X and let ι3ί'={p^JM: supp[v]=X}. Fix m^JM'
and a regular Dirichlet form 6 with domain £F on L\X\ m), which possesses a
nice core C as described in Section 3. Throughout the present paper, we as-
sume that 6 is either irreducible or transient. Let Cap( ) be the 1-caρacity as-
sociated with S. A set A is said to be 6^-polar if Cap(A)=0. Define

JM0 = {P^JM: v charges no Qλ-polar set},

3ίm = {VSΞ31Q: Cap(X\Sv) = 0},

where 5V stands for the support of the positive continuous additive functional
(abbreviated to PCAF) associated with yGjί0. *SV is closed with respect to
the fine topology for the associated Hunt process and we call it the fine sup-
port of p.

For μEΞJMy we introduce the capacitary decomposition of μx with respect
to Cap( ): a unique decomposition μ=μo+μl9 where μ^JHo and μi=IN μ

with an 6^-polar set N. For details, see Section 2. This is a variant of the
potential-theoretical decomposition of measures due to Blumenthal-Getoor
[1, VI(3.6)].

In the present paper, we are interested in changing the underlying meas-
ure m for another element of JM' by keeping the pre-Dirichlet form Q on C un-
changed. We aim at showing the following necessary and sufficient condition
for j^Gj',

(<?, C) is closable on L\X\ μ) if and only if μ^Jttw .

See Theorem 4.1, where the Hunt process associated with the closure is also spe-
cified by time changing with respect to μ0 and making points of iV traps.

The condition that P^L^M^ is an indispensable requirement for the invari-
ance of the pre-Dirichlet form under the random time change with respect to


